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What is a University?  

• Latin: universitas – corporation; body of persons; 
guild (of teachers & students) 

  
• Australia’s MCEETYA Protocols 

– Authorised to award HE qualifications at a tertiary 
‘standard’ – develops ‘higher order’ competencies 

– L&T engage with advanced knowledge up to doctoral 
standard  

– Sustained, free inquiry & links to teaching 
– Governance, rules, policies ensure integrity 
– Financially sustainable provision 
 

• Building Diversity discussions 2005: Engagement 
 



University of Bologna 

• “A place where scholars trace the outlines of a 
discipline and within this framework carry out precise 
research for the sake of knowledge;  

• Scholars while carrying out their research transmit 
their knowledge to a group of pupils who follow them 
freely, this being done outside any other official 
institution, whether of the church or state; 

• Society may, if necessary, turn to this centre of 
research to exploit its knowledge for practical ends”.  

 
Eco, Umberto (Ed) (1988): University of Bologna 1088 – 1988,  
University of Bologna & IRI, Milan 



‘Technology’ 

• Grk: teckhnologi – systematic treatment of 
an art or craft  

• ‘Technology’: the branch of knowledge that deals 
with science and engineering, or its practice, as 
applied to industry (Macquarie) 

• ‘Technology’: the practice of any or all of the 
applied sciences that have practical value and or 
industrial use: technical methods in a particular 
field of industry or art; technical means and skills 
of a particular civilisation, group or period 
(Chambers) 



Some University of Technology 
Missions 

 
• Applied research through partnerships, especially 

around a wide range of technologies with a focus on their 
use for social good and to assist key societal 
development agendas (e.g. HIV aids, water, sustainability, 
breaking the digital divide, small businesses); 

• Research on the differential social impact and 
consequences of developments in new technologies; 

• Creation, dissemination and commercialisation of 
technologies relevant to the national imperatives; 

• The productive use of a range of technologies for the 
benefit of all not just a few. 

 



Mottos of some  
Australian Universities 

UTS  Think, change, do 
 
QUT  A university for the real world 
 
UWS  Bringing knowledge to life 
  
Deakin Progressive, relevant, innovative,  
                   responsive 
 
Flinders Think -> Learn -> Lead -> Link 
 
 



So what does distinguish a 
University of Technology? 

Consistently 
• Applied, hands on, engaged – 2 way 
• Practice-oriented and ‘real world focused’ 
• Multi-disciplinary in how it addresses problems 
• Monitors the social impact of technology 
• Gives policy advice on technology, society & change 
• Researches and applies the most productive uses of 

technology enabled learning as part of a broader approach 
• Strong in its commitment to access and making available 

alternative pathways into higher education 
• Leads the way in ensuring that its applied research 

operates to the benefit of the country as a whole 



More information 

• See forthcoming issue of Kagisano: 
Universities of Technology  
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